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The "pleasure principle," although it seems fundamental on its face, is actually a rather complex idea. Freud notes that
pleasure is known in part as a lack of pain, and that only by experiencing pain can we understand pleasure.

Overview[ edit ] Freud enumerates what he sees as the fundamental tensions between civilization and the
individual. Freud states that when any situation that is desired by the pleasure principle is prolonged, it creates
a feeling of mild contentment. As a result, civilization creates laws that prohibit killing, rape, and adultery, and
it implements severe punishments if these rules are broken. Thus our possibilities for happiness are restricted
by the law. This process, argues Freud, is an inherent quality of civilization that gives rise to perpetual feelings
of discontent among its citizens. Synopsis[ edit ] Freud begins this work by taking up a possible source of
religious feeling that his previous book, The Future of an Illusion , overlooked: Freud categorizes the oceanic
feeling as being a regression into an earlier state of consciousness â€” before the ego had differentiated itself
from the world of objects. The second chapter delves into how religion is one coping strategy that arises out of
a need for the individual to distance himself from all of the suffering in the world. The ego of the child forms
over the oceanic feeling when it grasps that there are negative aspects of reality from which it would prefer to
distance itself. Freud points out three main sources of displeasure that we attempt to master: The third chapter
of the book addresses a fundamental paradox of civilization: People become neurotic because they cannot
tolerate the frustration which society imposes in the service of its cultural ideals. Freud points out that
advances in science and technology have been, at best, a mixed blessing for human happiness. He asks what
society is for if not to satisfy the pleasure principle, but concedes that as well as pursuing happiness,
civilization must also compromise happiness in order to fulfill its primary goal of bringing individuals into
peaceful relationship with one another, which it does by making them subject to a higher, communal authority.
Freud draws a key analogy between the development of civilization and libidinal development in the
individual, which allows Freud to speak of civilization in his own terms: It is no wonder then, that this
repression could lead to discontent among civilians. In the fourth chapter, Freud attempts a conjecture on the
developmental history of civilization, which he supposes coincided with man learning to stand upright. Freud
discounts the idea that this passive and non-judgmental affection for all is the pinnacle of human love and
purpose. And while the love instinct eros can be commandeered by society to bind its members together, the
aggressive instinct runs counter to this tendency and must either be repressed or be directed against a rival
culture. Thus, Freud acknowledges there is irrevocable ill-will within the hearts of man, and that civilization
primarily exists to curb and restrain these impulses. In the sixth chapter, Freud reviews the development of his
concept of libido to explain why it must now be separated into two distinct instincts: Life and civilization,
then, are born and develop out of an eternal struggle between these two interpersonal forces of love and hate.
Freud begins the seventh chapter by clearly explaining how the repression of the death instinct gives rise to
neurosis in the individual: These aggressive energies develop into the super-ego as conscience, which punishes
the ego both for transgressions committed remorse but also for sins it has only fantasized about guilt. All
individuals must submit themselves to forming these feelings of guilt, for their aggressive instincts must be
repressed if they hope to share in the love which civilized society has appropriated for its members. Guilt and
the neurotic repression of instinct are simply the price we pay in order to live together harmoniously in
families and communities. Freud concludes this book by expanding on his distinction between eros and
thanatos: Historical context[ edit ] This work should be understood in the context of contemporary events:
World War I undoubtedly influenced Freud and his central observation about the tension between the
individual and civilization. In a nation still recovering from a particularly brutal war, Freud developed
thoughts published two years earlier in The Future of an Illusion , wherein he criticized organized religion as a
collective neurosis. Freud, an avowed atheist , argued that religion has tamed asocial instincts and created a
sense of community around a shared set of beliefs, thus helping a civilization. Yet at the same time, organized
religion exacts an enormous psychological cost on the individual by making him or her perpetually
subordinate to the primal father figure embodied by God.
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The division between ego, superego, and id is a central one in Freud's work, and it extends beyond Civilization and Its
Discontents into other examinations of dreams and the psyche, or the lower layers of the mind. For Freud, this triangle
of deep desire, outward self, and internal regulation provides all the tensions and forces necessary to.

This is an HTML preview only and some elements such as links or page numbers may be incorrect. Even the
earliest phase of it, the totemic, brought in its train the prohibition against incestuous object-choice, perhaps
the most maiming wound ever inflicted throughout the ages on the erotic life of man. Further limitations are
laid on it by taboos, laws, and customs, which touch men as well as women. Various types of culture differ in
the lengths to which they carry this; and the material structure of the social fabric also affects the measure of
sexual freedom that remains. We have seen that culture obeys the laws of psychological economic necessity in
making the restrictions, for it obtains a great part of the mental energy it needs by subtracting it from
sexuality. Culture behaves towards sexuality in this respect like a tribe or a section of the population which
has gained the upper hand and is exploiting the rest to its own advantage. Fear of a revolt among the oppressed
then becomes a motive, for even stricter regulations. A high-water mark in this type of development has been
reached in our Western European civilization. Psychologically it is fully justified in beginning by censuring
any manifestations of the sexual life of children, for there would be no prospect of curbing the sexual desires
of adults if the ground had not been prepared for it in childhood. Nevertheless, there is no sort of justification
for the lengths beyond this to which civilized society goes in actually denying the existence of these
manifestations, which are not merely demonstrable but positively glaring. Where sexually mature persons are
concerned, object-choice is further narrowed down to the opposite sex and most of the extra-genital forms of
satisfaction are interdicted as perversions. The standard which declares itself in these prohibitions is that of a
sexual life identical for all; it pays no heed to the disparities in the inborn and acquired sexual constitutions of
individuals and cuts off a considerable number of them from sexual enjoyment, thus becoming a cause of
grievous injustice. The effect of these restrictive measures might presumably be that all the sexual interest of
those who are normal and not constitutionally handicapped could flow without further forfeiture into the
channel left open to it. But the only outlet not thus censured, heterosexual genital love, is further
circumscribed by the barriers of legitimacy and monogamy. Present-day civilization gives us plainly to
understand that sexual relations are permitted only on the basis of a final, indissoluble bond between a man
and woman; that sexuality as a source of enjoyment for its own sake is unacceptable to it; and that its intention
is to tolerate it only as the hitherto irreplaceable means of muliplying the human race. This, of course,
represents an extreme. Everyone knows that it has proved impossible to put it into execution, even for short
periods. Only the weaklings have submitted to such comprehensive interference with their sexual freedom,
and stronger natures have done so only under one compensatory condition, of which mention may be made
later. Civilized society has seen itself obliged to pass over in silence many Close transgressions which by its
own ordinances it ought to have penalized. This does not justify anyone, however, in leaning towards the other
side and assuming that, because it does not achieve all it aims at, such an attitude on the part of society is
altogether harmless. The sexual life of civilized man is seriously disabled, whatever we may say; it sometimes
makes an impression of being a function in process of becoming atrophied, just as organs like our teeth and
our hair seem to be. One is probably right in supposing that the importance of sexuality as a source of
pleasurable sensations, i. This may be an error; it is hard to decide. Man, too, is an animal with an
unmistakably bisexual disposition. The individual represents a fusion of two symmetrical halves, of which,
according to many authorities, one is purely male, the other female. It is equally possible that each half was
originally hermaphroditic. Sex is a biological fact which is hard to evaluate psychologically, although it is of
extraordinary importance in mental life. We are accustomed to say that every human being displays both male
and female instinctual impulses, needs, and attributes, but the characteristics of what is male and female can
only be demonstrated in anatomy, and not in psychology. Where the latter is concerned, the antithesis of sex
fades away into that of activity and passivity, and we far too readily identify activity with masculinity and
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passivity with femininity, a statement which is by no means universally confirmed in the animal world. The
theory of bisexuality is still very obscure, and in psycho-analysis we must be painfully aware of the
disadvantage we are under as long as it still remains unconnected with the theory of instincts. However this
may be, if we assume it to be a fact that each individual has both male and female desires which need
satisfaction in his sexual life, we shall be prepared for the possibility that these needs will not both be gratified
on the same object, and that they will interfere with each other, if they cannot be kept apart so that each
impulse flows into a special channel suited for it. Another difficulty arises from the circumstance that so often
a measure of direct aggressiveness is coupled with an erotic relationship, over and above its inherent sadistic
components. The love-object does not always view these complications with the degree of understanding and
tolerance manifested by the peasant woman who complained that her husband did not love her any more,
because he had not beaten her for a week. V, once pointed out the existence of a fundamental tendency of this
kind towards rejecting sexual life. All neurotics, and many others too, take exception to the fact that inter
urinas et faeces nascimur [We are born among urine and faeces]. The genitals, too, excite the olfactory sense
strongly in a way that many people cannot tolerate and which spoils sexual intercourse for them. Thus we
should find, as the deepest root of the sexual repression that marches with culture, the organic defence of the
new form of life that began with the erect posture against the earliest type of animal existenceâ€”-a result of
scientific researches that coincides in a curious way with often expressed vulgar prejudices. At the present
time, nevertheless, these results are but unconfirmed possibilities, not yet scientifically substantiated. Nor
should we forget that, in spite of the undeniable diminution in the importance of olfactory stimuli, there exist
even in Europe races who prize highly as aphrodisiacs the strong genital odours so objectionable to us and
who will not renounce them. It is easy to understand the latter fact, but the former presents us with a new
problem. But culture demands other sacrifices besides that of sexual gratifications. We have regarded the
difficulties in the development of civilization as part of the general difficulty accompanying all evolution, for
we have traced them to the inertia of libido, its disinclination to relinquish an old position in favour of a new
one. It is much the same thing if we say that the conflict between civilization and sexuality is caused by the
circumstance that sexual love is a relationship between two people, in which a third can only be superfluous or
disturbing, whereas civilization is founded on relations between larger groups of persons. When a
love-relationship is at its height, no room is left for any interest in the surrounding world; the pair of lovers are
sufficient unto themselves, do not even need the child they have in common to make them happy. In no other
case does Eros so plainly betray the core of his being, his aim of making one out of many; but when he has
achieved it in the proverbial way through the love of two human beings, he is not willing to go further. From
all this we might well imagine that a civilized community could consist of pairs of individuals such as this,
libidinally satisfied in each other, and linked to all the others by work and common interests. If this were so,
culture would not need to levy energy from sexuality. But such a desirable state of things does not exist and
never has existed; in actuality, culture is not content with such limited ties as these; we see that it endeavours
to bind the members of the community to one another by libidinal ties as well, that it makes use of every
means and favours every avenue by which powerful identifications can be created among them, and that it
exacts a heavy toll of aim-inhibited libido in order to strengthen communities by bonds of friendship between
the members. Restrictions upon sexual life are unavoidable if this object is to be attained. But we cannot see
the necessity that forces culture along this path and gives rise to its antagonism to sexuality. It must be due to
some disturbing influence not yet detected by us. We may find the clue in one of the so-called ideal standards
of civilized society. We will adopt a naive attitude towards it, as if we were meeting it for the first time.
Thereupon, we find ourselves unable to suppress a feeling of astonishment, as at something unnatural. Why
should we do this? What good is it to us? Above all, how can we do such a thing? How could it possibly be
done? My love seems to me a valuable thing that I have no right to throw away without reflection. It imposes
obligations on me which I must be prepared to make sacrifices to fulfil. If I love someone, he must be worthy
of it in some way or other. I am leaving out of account now the use he may be to me. He will be worthy of it if
he is so like me in important respects that I can love myself in him; worthy of it if he is so much more perfect
than I that I can love my ideal of myself in him; I must love him if he is the son of my friend, since the pain
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my friend would feel if anything untoward happened to him would be my painâ€”I should have to share it. But
if he is a stranger to me and cannot attract me by any value he has in himself or any significance he may have
already acquired in my emotional life, it will be hard for me to love him. I shall even be doing wrong if I do,
for my love is valued as a privilege by all those belonging to me; it is an injustice to them if I put a stranger on
a level with them. But if I am to love him with that kind of universal love simply because he, too, is a denizen
of the earth, like an insect or an earthworm or a grass-snake, then I fear that but a small modicum of love will
fall to his lot and it would be impossible for me to give him as much as by all the laws of reason I am entitled
to retain for myself. What is the point of an injunction promulgated with such solemnity, if reason does not
recommend it to us? I find still further difficulties. Not merely is this stranger on the whole not worthy of love,
but, to be honest, I must confess he has more claim to my hostility, even to my hatred. He does not seem to
have the least trace of love for me, does not show me the slightest consideration. If it will do him any good, he
has no hesitation in injuring me, never even asking himself whether the amount of advantage he gains by it
bears any proportion to the amount of wrong done to me. What is more, he does not even need to get an
advantage from it; if he can merely get a little pleasure out of it, he thinks nothing of jeering at me, insulting
me, slandering me, showing his power over me; and the more secure he feels himself, or the more helpless I
am, with so much more certainty can I expect this behaviour from him towards me. If he behaved differently,
if he showed me consideration and did not molest me, I should in any case, without the aforesaid
commandment, be willing to treat him similarly. If the high-sounding ordinance had run: And there is a
second commandment that seems to me even more incomprehensible, and arouses still stronger opposition in
me. It is at bottom the same thing. My wishes are a humble dwelling with a thatched roof, but a good bed,
good food, milk and butter of the freshest, flowers at my windows, some fine tall trees before my door; and if
the good God wants to make me completely happy, he will grant me the joy of seeing some six or seven of my
enemies hanging from these trees. I imagine now I hear a voice gravely adjuring me: Now it is, of course, very
probable that my neighbour, when he is commanded to love me as himself, will answer exactly as I have done
and reject me for the same reasons. I hope he will not have the same objective grounds for doing so, but he
will hope so as well. As long as these undeniable variations have not been abolished, conformity to the highest
ethical standards constitutes a betrayal of the interests of culture, for it puts a direct premium on wickedness.
The bit of truth behind all thisâ€”one so eagerly deniedâ€”is that men are not gentle, friendly creatures
wishing for love, who simply defend themselves if they are attacked, but that a powerful measure of desire for
aggression has to be reckoned as part of their instinctual endowment. The result is that their neighbour is to
them not only a possible helper or sexual object, but also a temptation to them to gratify their aggressiveness
on him, to exploit his capacity for work without recompense, to use him sexually without his consent, to seize
his possessions, to humiliate him, to cause him pain, to torture and kill him. Homo homini lupus; 20 who has
the courage to dispute it in the face of all the evidence in his own life and in history? This aggressive cruelty
usually lies in wait for some provocation, or else it steps into the service of some other purpose, the aim of
which might as well have been achieved by milder measures. In circumstances that favour it, when those
forces in the mind which ordinarily inhibit it cease to operate, it also manifests itself spontaneously and
reveals men as savage beasts to whom the thought of sparing their own kind is alien. Anyone who calls to
mind the atrocities of the early migrations, of the invasion by the Huns, or by the so-called Mongols under
Jenghiz Khan and Tamurlane, of the sack of Jerusalem by the pious Crusaders, Close even indeed the horrors
of the last World War, will have to bow his head humbly before the truth of this view of man. The existence of
this tendency to aggression which we can detect in ourselves and rightly presume to be present in others is the
factor that disturbs our relations with our neighbours and makes it necessary for culture to institute its high
demands. Civilized society is perpetually menaced with disintegration through this primary hostility of men
towards one another. Their interests in their common work would not hold them together; the passions of
instinct are stronger than reasoned interests. Hence its system of methods by which mankind is to be driven to
identifications and aim-inhibited love-relationships; hence the restrictions on sexual life; and hence, too.
Civilization expects to prevent the worst atrocities of brutal violence by taking upon itself the right to employ
violence against criminals, but the law is not able to lay hands on the more discreet and subtle forms in which
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human aggressions are expressed. The time comes when every one of us has to abandon the illusory
anticipations with which in our youth we regarded our fellow-men, and when we realize how much hardship
and suffering we have been caused in life through their ill-will. It would be unfair, however, to reproach
culture with trying to eliminate all disputes and competition from human concerns. These things are
undoubtedly indispensable; but opposition is not necessarily enmity, only it may be misused to make an
opening for it. The Communists believe they have found a way of delivering us from this evil. Man is
whole-heartedly good and friendly to his neighbour, they say, but the system of private property has corrupted
his nature. The possession of private property gives power to the individual and thence the temptation arises to
ill-treat his neighbour; the man who is excluded from the possession of property is obliged to rebel in hostility
against the oppressor. If private property were abolished, all valuables held in common and all allowed to
share in the enjoyment of them, ill-will and enmity would disappear from among men.
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Posters and graffiti, the instruments of subversion, were elevated to a popular art form. Theatre experimented
with audience participation and improvisation, a movement that continued into the s. Rock music and comic
books flourished. In the late s television, which had been closely controlled by the government under de
Gaulle, began to play an increasing role in cultural life; discussion programs and spin-offs from serials or
adaptations increasingly replaced newspapers in guiding taste. The immediate aftermath of the May Events
was a closing of conservative ranks, but this was short-lived. Foucault continued his enquiries into the social
forces and institutions that call individual subjectivity into existence, in volumes such as Surveiller et punir:
Autobiography or autobiographical fiction were popular modes, combining lively linguistic experiment with
innovative analyses of individual experience, focusing especially on hitherto taboo areas, such as female
sexuality and the family and its discontents. Creative writers in the realist mode addressed a widening popular
readership with accounts of the lives of women trapped in slum housing and dead-end jobs. But an equally
significant impact was made by writers looking for ways of transforming masculine language for
women-generated versions of feminine subjectivity. Le Corps lesbien ; The Lesbian Body , a violent,
sadomasochistic, and lyrical text of prose fiction, is a unique attempt to evoke in its own language the body of
female desire. In the theatre, feminism also made its own space. India Song found new configurations of space
and sound to describe the protean nature of gendered desire. Other literature of the s After , literature became
committed to the search for different themes, perspectives, and voices. Other influences must include, in
academia , the commitment of critical theory to the business of finding fresh angles and lines of investigation
and, on the wider popular front, the exponential expansion of the media and its unprecedented demand for
fresh stories, images, and forms. Within this growing commitment to the fashionable, the history of the novel
became one of quickly displaced trends and meteoric rises and disappearances. At the same time, several
writers with established reputations continued to demonstrate their merit Beauvoir, Duras, Beckettâ€”the latter
in powerful pieces of increasingly minimalist prose , and they were joined by others. A Story of the Sixties , a
devastatingly comic account of a young couple in thrall to consumerism and the rhetorics of advertising. He
followed this with other discourse games, such as La Disparition ; A Void , a text composed entirely without
using the letter e, and La Vie: Other writers provided more direct responses to the political and economic
frustrations of the decade: In the s writers began to confront the events of the Occupation. The novels of
Patrick Modiano used a nostalgic fascination with the war years to explore problems of individual and
collective identities, responsibilities, and loyalties. Historical fiction The frustrations of the times may have
added to the attraction of the historical novel , which remained popular throughout the second half of the
century. Biography and related arts There was a corresponding interest in biography, autobiography, and
memoirs. Fragments , criticism and self-analysis became fiction and writing became an erotic act. Detective
fiction Detective fiction, a genre sometimes exploited by the nouveau roman, had an outstanding practitioner
in Georges Simenon , the inventor of Inspector Maigret , who during the s also turned to autobiography.
Missing Person , for example, a detective who has lost his memory looks for his identity in the darkness of the
wartime past. Fiction and nonfiction Postcolonial literature As the century closed, on the far side of the
distress caused by the gradual demise of the old regime, it was possible to see new and vital trends emerging.
Indeed, an important contribution was being made to French cultural life not only by Francophone writers
from North Africa , sub-Saharan Africa, and the Caribbean but by descendants of immigrants in France itself.
Fiction, autobiography, and drama produced by the children of North African immigrants born and brought up
in France known as les beurs, from the word arabe in a form of French slang called verlan began to find
publishers and audiences from the early s. Regional literature Funding from the European Union helped keep
alive regional traditions. Writing in Breton dwindled significantly for many years but has revived, and writing
in French focused on the Breton landscape remains significant, especially for poetry. Postmodernism Thought
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and sensibility at the end of the century were in thrall to postmodernism, which has been variously described
as a radical attack on all authoritarian discourse and a return to conservatism by the back door. Societies were
to be seen instead as collections of games or performances, played within arbitrary sets of rules. But from the s
his work was perceived as a product of conservative postmodernism that seemed to assert that history had no
more use and that value judgements were at an end. As postmodernism became less fashionable, traditions
concerned with society, history, and morality reemerged. The psycho-political critique of Deleuze and
Guattari made its way into the intellectual mainstream. New themes emerged in the terrain in between modes
and disciplines. Photography and writing joined to produce the photo-roman, concerned with exploring the
relationship between the image, especially images of the body, and the narrative work that goes into its
construction and interpretation. Another generation began publishing in the s. Redemption , a very new kind
of vampire novel. Writers offered radically different versions of life in the contemporary world. Her novel La
Pleurante des rues de Prague ; The Weeping Woman on the Streets of Prague is a dreamlike, surreal evocation
of a city haunted by its sorrowful history. Tobie des marais ; The Book of Tobias reworks the apocryphal tale
in a France that is simultaneously, and pleasingly, medieval and modern. Michel Houellebecq appears less
pleased with the burden imposed on his present by the past, especially by the liberal generation of the s, which
he holds responsible for everything noxious in the modern world. A Novel of Lust and Transformation is a
more dynamic novel; it is an imaginative political and moral satire depicting the blackly comic world of a
young working woman with a highly materialistic lifestyle who begins to turn into a pigâ€”and finds her
transformation both appropriate and satisfying. Hyvrard inscribes a special preoccupation with the political
condition of women across the world. Drama Most interesting of all, perhaps, was the revival of scripted
drama at the end of the 20th century. Dealing is done in language, and what is acted out on the Koltesian stage
are the rhetorical performances by which people liveâ€”on the edge of darkness, at the frontiers of disorder. It
is perhaps in the theatre that the value of current insights into the ludic and performative nature of the human
condition can most easily be tested. At the close of the century, the most modern of creative writers in this
respect remained Irish-born Samuel Beckett , standing at the intersection of Irish and French cultural
traditions. Although Beckett died in , more than a decade before the close of the 20th century, his importance,
influence, and presence had never been greater. In so doing, it brings into focus what have always been the
best parts of the French contribution to the Western cultural tradition:
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Summary Analysis Freud begins the second chapter in an attempt to tease out the persistence of religious
feeling in the modern world, where artistic and scientific achievement occur, especially in the West in his view
at a very high level. Thus Freud admits to seeing religion and scientific objectivity as, effectively, opposites.
Active Themes Freud then turns, rather abruptly, to a different question, one he also believes to be a driver of
religious feeling in humans: Freud notes that this question probably has no answer. Freud notes that pleasure
can be complicated by the fact that humans often find out their own pleasure relativelyâ€”that is, by
comparing it to instances of pain in their lives. Pleasure can only be known fully in contrast to pain. Freud
notes that pleasure is known in part as a lack of pain, and that only by experiencing pain can we understand
pleasure. Freud therefore argues not that humans wish to avoid pain altogether, but that, instead, they wish to
see their pain as a contrast to feelings of contentment and happiness elsewhere in their lives. Active Themes
Related Quotes with Explanations Pleasure, for humans, therefore derives from the removal of pain or
suffering, from banding together in groups to ensure comfort, and from various human methods, some more
effective than others, for removing pain from daily life. Removal of pain does not always produce or sustain
pleasure. Hermits living far away from human civilization do not necessarily guarantee that they will be
happyâ€”they simply guarantee that their pains will not be the same as those living enmeshed in human
communities. Freud seems to imply that hermits and drug users, in trying to avoid pain, only find more or
different kinds of pain for themselves. Later, Freud will illustrate how civilization tends to direct these
impulses, and whether or not it is effective in doing so. Love between two persons, for Freud, is a complex
interaction. It contains a desireâ€”on the part of the loverâ€”for beauty and comfort, a desire that can be
aesthetic, as directed toward an art-object, or more passionate, as directed toward an attractive human being.
Instead, this contentment occurs in human relationships, especially in loving, romantic relationships and Freud
will later argue that all love-relationships contain within them a kernel of sexuality, whether expressed or not.
Active Themes Related Quotes with Explanations Freud sees this economy of libido as essential to the human
phenomenon of happiness, or perceived happinessâ€”and to the idea, then, that humans have of a purpose in
life. Some humans wish to share a life with another; others find ego satisfaction in living primarily with
themselves. In this instance, then, religion is something akin to the superego â€” a regulatory set of principles,
designed to shape and direct basic human desires toward productive ends. Religion, however, is a set of
principles that work only for certain people, and only in certain historical moments. Because Freud himself,
for example, finds religious belief to be unrealistic and unhelpful, he cannot regulate his own desires using
religious principles â€” though others might be able to do so. Retrieved November 9,
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